
Power up your ride with our 
eBike labels and functional parts
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 Upgrade your eBike 
with our reliable labels and parts

Battery Indicator Label (HMI)
A graphic overlay with integrated LEDs to show the level of 
charging of an eBike Battery. Due to the adhesive layer, the 
whole part can be easily applied on your battery system.

Doming Label
Discover the brilliant world of Doming Labels - an innovative 
solution to enhance your products with high-quality, three-
dimensional labels.

Paint Protect Label
A multi-layer construction, which includes a laminate that can 
be easily removed after the painting processes to guarantee 
identification through the whole production and beyond.

Chrome Badge Label
Enhance the branding of your product with our chrome 
badges. The labels are easily intergratable into your workflow 
and have an application tape to apply them to your part.

Unlock the full potential of your eBike 
with our range of state-of-the-art high-
tech products. From highly functional 
labels to advanced printed electronics, 
we offer a wide range of innovative 
solutions that transform your eBike ex-
perience. Discover the future of eBikes 
and revolutionize your bike with our ex-
ceptional range of products.



 Upgrade your eBike 
with our reliable labels and parts

Security Label
Labeling with special features offers protection against fraud 
and abuse, product privacy, sealing function and is difficult 
to imitate.

Waterslide Transfer Label
Waterslide transfer labels are flexible labels that can be  
customized and repositioned after application. They are soaked 
in water and applied to a smooth surface. They adapt perfectly 
to the object.   

Warning Label
Warning and information labels are highly durable and  
resistant. This makes them suitable for use in various environ-
ments and conditions.

Rear Indicator Label
Use the advantages of printed electronics and integrate it 
as a security feature directly on your product to increase the  
visibility of your customer in daily traffic hazards.

Die Cut Parts 
From a wide range of different materials, CCL Design can pro-
duce custom-fit die cut parts as Gaskets, Damper Foams or 
Protection Foils. The opportunity for multi-layer constructions 
enables also applications with multiple components, allowing 
for more cost-effective device assembly.

Human Machine Interface Applications (HMI)
Are custom-designed labels that provide a visual interface 
between the user and a device. This graphic overlay can be 
enhanced with the possibilities of printed electronics all in 
one unit.

Graphic Overlay

Adhesive

Lightguide

Spacer

Circuit with LEDs 

Pressure Compensation Label

Damper Foam

Gaskets

Cell Pole Protection Film



Product Labeling
Our labels can almost do it all allowing 
you to receive components for indivi-
dual product labeling with a maximum 
amount of flexibility. The use of dif- 
ferent production technologies ensures 
you high-quality products. Challenge us 
to find innovative solutions together.

Identification Systems
Turn your production into a data all-
rounder. Whether it be in-house printed 
labels, the universal recording of bar-
codes or data transfer to your compu-
ter system - no problem. We offer com- 
plete ID system solutions, including 
hardware and software so that you can 
take care of the essential: your business.

Labeling Systems 
Systematic labeling. Our innovative 
labeling systems are available in stan-
dard versions or as special customized 
solutions. Put us to the task and we will 
deliver the perfect system. Our com-
prehensive service offering ensures 
smooth operation. Challenge us.
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European Locations:
Nuremberg • Germany
Solingen • Germany
Tatabanya • Hungary
East Kilbride • United Kingdom

CCL Design Stuttgart GmbH
Carl-Benz-Strasse 4
D-71154 Nufringen
Phone: +49 7032 9561 - 0
Fax: +49 7032 9561 - 271
eMail: STUinfo@cclind.com
Web: www.ccl-design-stuttgart.com


